Effects of bedding on the dynamic indirect tensile strength of coal: Laboratory experiments and numerical simulation
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\section{Introduction}

The dynamic mechanical properties of coal are of great importance in coal mining engineering where they relate to the selection of blasting parameters, stability analysis of coal roadways under impact loading, and the prevention of coal bumps and bursts. Related research on dynamic mechanical properties of coal has been conducted since the 1950s. For example, Morgans and Terry (1958) reported on the static and dynamic elastic modulus of coal, Sewilski (1984) measured the anisotropic elastic modulus of coal, and Morcote et al. (2010) conducted ultrasonic tests to study the dynamic elastic properties of coal. In addition, the elastic properties and the failure of coal under dynamic loading conditions have also been studied, e.g., the mixed-mode fracture toughness of coal (Zipf and Bieniawski, 1990), the dynamic compressive and tensile strength of coal (Xia et al., 2010), and the mode-I fracturing of coal under impact loading (Zhao et al., 2013b). Among these, the dynamic tensile strength is one of the most common features and the most used of the index properties of coals for their dynamic characterization. To quantify the dynamic tensile strength of coal, direct tensile and indirect tensile testing methods can be used. For example, Okubo et al. (2006) reported the dynamic tensile strength of Beijing coal by using the direct tensile testing method and Xia et al. (2010) performed dynamic indirect tensile tests on a number of coal samples from mines in India. However, direct tensile tests are very difficult and complicated to perform (Zhang and Zhao, 2013). Thus, researchers developed several indirect tensile testing methods, such as the Brazilian disc (BD), bending and spalling methods. Among them, the BD specimen in the split Hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB) system is widely employed to achieve the dynamic tensile strength of coal or rock (Zhang and Zhao, 2013). The indirect BD methods provide a convenient means of conducting tests in terms of specimen manufacturing, experimental setup and data reduction, but the complex networks of bedding planes in coals result in difficulties to characterize the dynamic features of coals. Moreover, previous research has been more focused on the macroscopic mechanical response and the influence of the bedding structure on the dynamic tensile failure of coal remains unclear. Thus, the understanding of the contribution of bedding structures on dynamic tensile failure of coal is both important and necessary.

In this study, a number of dynamic indirect tensile tests for Datong coal are conducted by using an SHPB. It focuses on the influence of the bedding structure on the dynamic indirect tensile strength of Datong coal. Coal specimens with different bedding direction (along the loading direction) were tested by using the SHPB under different impact velocities. Before the test, the density and dynamic elastic modulus were measured. To further define the influence of bedding structure, X-ray micro CT is used to provide spatial data to inform the meshing of...
discrete element-based numerical models to investigate the influence of different bedding structures on the dynamic tensile failure of coal. From comparison between the experimental and numerical results, relationships are developed to describe the dynamic indirect tensile strength for Datong coal as a function of impact energy.

2. Experimental setup

2.1. Specimen preparation

A total of 45 specimens were cut from a single block from the working face of the Xinzhouyao coal mine in Datong, China. According to the ISRM suggested method (Zhou et al., 2012), the diameter and height of these specimens were 50 mm and 25 mm, respectively (see Fig. 1a). The actual dimensions of these specimens are listed in Table 1, which are slightly different from these design values due to the errors induced by the manufacturing operation. The two ends of these specimens were ground to parallel within 0.05 mm and perpendicular to the longitudinal axis within 0.25°.

2.2. Characteristics of coal samples

The selected coal samples from the No. 11 seam of the Xinzhouyao coal mine are bituminous coals, with vitrinite reflectance ($R_o$) of 0.76–0.85%. The moisture content (4.0%), ash (2.3%), volatile matter (25.0%) and fixed carbon (68.7%) were determined by proximate analysis (ASTM D5142, 2009). The average maceral composition consists of an abundant vitrinite group (75.4%), mainly comprising telocollinite (11.0%), telinite (41.2%), desmocollinite (19.5%), and corpocollinite (3.7%). The inertinite group (20.0%) is essentially composed of semifusinite (10.2%), fusinite (5.3%), inertodetrinite (4.3%) and macrinite (0.2%). Minor amounts of the liptinite group (1.8%) have also been observed. Mineral matter is generally poorly presented (2.6%), which consists of pyrite (2.2%), clay minerals (0.2%) and carbonate minerals (0.2%).

Table 1 summarized the density and the dynamic elastic modulus of 45 prepared specimens. The NM-3C ultrasonic non-metal analyzer was applied to obtain the dynamic elastic modulus of coal specimens before the SHPB tests. The dynamic elastic modulus is tested along the designed impact direction. Since ultrasonic test was performed in the elastic range, there was no any damage or plastic deformation occurred in
2.3. Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar (SHPB) test

The SHPB is located at the State Key Lab for Geomechanics and Deep Underground Engineering of CUMTB. It comprises a gas gun, a cylindrical steel striker bar (50 mm in diameter and 400 mm in length), an incident bar (50 mm in diameter and 2000 mm in length), and a transmission bar (50 mm in diameter and 2000 mm in length). The setup of the dynamic indirect tensile test using the SHPB is illustrated in Fig. 1b, in which the coal specimen is placed between the incident bar and transmission bar. During the test, the striker bar is launched by the gas gun at high speed to impact the incident bar. The resulting strain wave \( \epsilon(t) \) is of short duration, is reflected at the interface between the specimen and incidental bar and is recorded both as a reflected strain wave \( \epsilon_R(t) \), and as a transmitted strain wave \( \epsilon_L(t) \). The characteristics of these strain waves are obtained from two dynamic strain gauges mounted on each of the incident bar and transmission bar. Then, the loading force \( P(t) \) and displacement \( U(t) \) is calculated using the following equations:

\[
P(t) = \frac{EA}{4L} \left[ \epsilon_R(t) + \epsilon_L(t) + \epsilon_f(t) \right]
\]

(1)

\[
U(t) = C \int_0^t \left[ \epsilon_R(t) - \epsilon_L(t) - \epsilon_f(t) \right] dt
\]

(2)

where \( E \) is the elastic modulus of the incident (transmission) bar (200 GPa), \( A \) is the cross sectional area of the incident (transmission) bar, and \( C \) is the one dimensional longitudinal stress wave velocity in the incident (transmission) bar. The indirect tensile strength of the coal specimen is obtained as

\[
\sigma_t = \frac{2P_{\text{max}}}{\pi DL}
\]

(3)

where \( L \) is the thickness of the coal specimen (25 mm), \( D \) is the diameter of the coal specimen (50 mm), and \( P_{\text{max}} \) is the maximum value of the loading force, \( P(t) \).

The strain rate of the coal specimen which reflects the loading condition of the SHPB test is

\[
\dot{\epsilon}_L(t) = C (\epsilon_R(t) - \epsilon_L(t) - \epsilon_f(t)).
\]

(4)

Another common index used to reflect the dynamic loading condition in the dynamic indirect tensile strength recovered from the SHPB is the loading rate, which can be obtained as

\[
\dot{\sigma}_t = \frac{\sigma_t}{t_d}
\]

(5)
where $t_d$ is the time when the load $P(t)$ reaches its peak. More details on the dynamic indirect tensile test recovered from the SHPB can be found in the work of Dai et al. (2010). In this work, to investigate the influence of the bedding structure on the dynamic indirect tensile strength of Datong coal, the bedding directions (angles between the bedding and loading directions) were varied from 0 to 90° with an interval of 22.5°. In addition, the dynamic elastic modulus of these specimens was obtained from ultrasonic tests before the destructive SHPB loading. The actual bedding structure of each coal specimen was recovered from X-ray micro CT and failure patterns captured by high-speed digital photography.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Test results

Only 32 of the 45 specimens were successfully tested for dynamic indirect tensile strength in the SHPB experiments. Table 2 lists the impact
 velocity, the strain rate, the loading rate and the dynamic indirect tensile strength of these SHPB tests. It should be mentioned that according to the ISRM suggested method (Zhou et al., 2012) dynamic force balance on all SHPB tests was checked and the results show that the condition was satisfied for all of the tests. Fig. 2 shows the results of dynamic force balance check for six typical dynamic BD tests on the Datong coal.

Fig. 3 shows the density and dynamic elastic modulus of these specimens versus the bedding direction. Density (Fig. 3a) is plotted for reference and to check the scatter in the dynamic modulus of those specimens since this scatter might obscure the true influence of bedding direction. Density is directly related to the mass distribution (heterogeneity) of the specimen, and it should be invariant with the bedding direction. Therefore, the variation in density with bedding direction is used as a reference in verifying the utility of averaging the density and the dynamic elastic modulus of samples with different specimens. Moreover, from comparison between the scatter of the density and the dynamic elastic modulus of samples with the same bedding direction, it is apparent that the differences of these two properties are highly correlated, i.e. an usually higher variation of the density will result in a higher variation of the dynamic elastic modulus. Overall, the elastic response of Datong coal is anisotropic.

During the test, the load−displacement curves were recorded (see Fig. 4), which were further being used to calculate the corresponding indirect tensile strength by using Eq. (3). Analyses of dynamic indirect tensile strength of those coal specimens are shown in Fig. 5. These figures show relationships between the impact velocity, the strain rate and the loading rate and the dynamic indirect tensile strength. Besides magnitude of the indirect tensile strength, the dynamic effect, the gradient of the fitting line (see Fig. 5a to c), is another important index. Due to the crisp property of coal under impact loading, high strain rate can’t be applied by using the SHPB. It was found that when strain rate is more than $0.9 \times 10^2$ s$^{-1}$, the coal specimen will turn into a group of fragments and the dynamic force balance requirement cannot be satisfied. Thus, the obtained strain rate ranges for the Datong coal on an SHPB was only from $0.4 \times 10^2$ to $0.9 \times 10^2$ s$^{-1}$. Equations to represent the dynamic strength of rock like materials can be a logarithmic function (Zhao, 2000) or a more complex equation (Gong and Zhao, 2013). However, these nonlinear equations are applicable for test data with range of many order difference of the strain rate. For the Datong coal data, to directly use these high nonlinear functions is actually improper due to the strain rate range is too small. As we know, to use a high nonlinear function for global scale fitting test data of limited range the over shooting is unavoidable and might provide misunderstanding on the result. For a small range ($x, x + dx$), the linear function is the 1st order Taylor expansion for any complex nonlinear function, and is reasonable to be used as the regression function. Therefore, in the paper, the linear function was adopted to analyze the test data of Datong coal. From Fig. 5, the increase of dynamic indirect strength with loading rate of Datong coal was successfully captured. Fig. 5a indicates that the angle of bedding plane make less effect to the dynamic tensile strength of coal compared with the impact velocity. As the impact direction vertical to the bedding plane ($\theta = 90^\circ$) and the impact velocity is larger than 3.1 m/s, the dynamic tensile strength of coal keeps larger than that of coal with other bedding angles based on the linear fit results. However, as the impact velocity is less than 3.1 m/s, the dynamic tensile strength of coal with the 45$^\circ$ bedding angle researches the highest. Nevertheless, the dynamic tensile strength of coal with the 22.5$^\circ$ bedding angle reaches to the lowest as the impact velocity larger than 3.6 m/s. But the dynamic tensile strength of coal with the 0$^\circ$ bedding angle is the lowest as the impact velocity less than 3.6 m/s.

In exploring the influence of bedding structure on the dynamic properties of Datong coal, some contradictions are apparent—i.e. the influences of bedding orientation on the dynamic effect obtained from Fig. 5a to c are quite different. The dynamic effect based on the impact velocity is nearly constant (see Fig. 5a). However, much scatter in results is apparent from the strain rate and loading rate (see Fig. 5b and c). It should be mentioned that the strain rate and loading rate are the most commonly-used independent variables in the SHPB test (Xia et al., 2010). In the following, this problem is addressed by numerical experimentation.

Due to the natural heterogeneous property of coal, the experimental data is so scatter that it is nearly impossible to capture the main influence tendency of the bedding even if a large number of tests were conducted. Moreover, in the SHPB test, there is only one controllable parameter that is the impact velocity. Other parameters, such as strain rate and loading rate, are derived parameters by using Eqs. (4) to (5) based on the assumption of 1D elastic stress wave propagation (Xia et al., 2010) which will generate some system error that might pollute the test data (strain rate and loading rate) as well. To tackle these
dilemmas, numerical simulation based on discrete element model was adopted to filter out the uncontrollable influence factors, e.g. heterogeneous natural of the coal specimen and system error of the SHPB test due to the 1D stress wave propagation assumption. For this reason, the detailed discussion on the test results will be conducted in the following section.

3.2. Numerical modelling

In this section, the Distinct Lattice Spring Model (DLSM) (Zhao, 2010; Zhao et al., 2011) is used as a numerical tool to further study the influence of bedding structure on the dynamic indirect tensile strength of Datong coal. Solution method of the DLSM is the same as

![Graphs showing stress-strain relationship for different bedding angles and velocities.](image-url)

Fig. 4. Stress and strain relationship of air dry Datong coals with various bedding angles under selected impacted velocity.
However, compared with classical Discrete Element Model (DEM), the DLSM has advantages on free of calibration of micro-mechanical parameters, easy to represent discontinuities and more computational efficient. The material is represented as a group of particles with different sizes connected by shear and normal springs. The utilization of shear spring allows the modeling of multi-body non-central interaction. The input parameters in the DLSM are the Young’s modulus $E$ and the Poisson’s ratio $\nu$. The spring stiffness is calculated

**Fig. 5.** Dynamic indirect tensile strength versus impact velocity, strain rate and loading rate for coal specimens with different bedding directions from the SHPB test.

**Fig. 6.** Strain to stress curves predicted by the isotropic DLSM model and the elastic modulus predicted by using an anisotropic DLSM model.
The DLSM was adopted as the numerical simulation tool for the following reasons. First, the DLSM is made up from the most basic ingredients, e.g. mass particles, Hooke springs, the Newton’s second law, and a deformation based brittle failure criterion for the normal spring, there is no complex constitutive models adopted. Therefore, the numerical simulation results can be easily interpreted. For example, if we change the bedding angle, the numerical results would directly reflect this change rather than including the constitutive change caused by the bedding direction. Second, the meshless property of the DLSM also makes the method is easy to build up complex models. Third, the high performance computing ability of the DLSM makes the method is easy to build up complex models. Therefore, the numerical simulation results can be easily interpreted. For example, if we change the bedding angle, the numerical results would directly reflect this change rather than including the constitutive change caused by the bedding direction. Second, the meshless property of the DLSM also makes the method is easy to build up complex models. Third, the high performance computing ability of the DLSM makes the method is easy to build up complex models. Therefore, the numerical simulation results can be easily interpreted. For example, if we change the bedding angle, the numerical results would directly reflect this change rather than including the constitutive change caused by the bedding direction. Second, the meshless property of the DLSM also makes the method is easy to build up complex models. Third, the high performance computing ability of the DLSM makes the method is easy to build up complex models.

### 3.2.1. Anisotropic elastic modulus

We simulate a uniaxial compression test on a 50 mm × 50 mm × 25 mm cube using DLSM. The particle size is 1 mm and the computational model comprises 62,500 particles. This model is used as the base model for the following sections. Computational models with different configurations of bedding structure are also built by using a texture mapping approach (Zhao et al., 2014). For the isotropic model, material parameters are selected as: Elastic modulus 2.29 GPa, Poisson ratio 0.23, and Density 1315 kg/m³ (representative of Datong coal under isotropic assumption). In reality, cylindrical specimen with height to diameter ratio of two is usually adopted for uniaxial compression test. Here, we adopted the cube specimen for following reasons. First, in numerical simulation, the zero friction condition of two loading plates is satisfied. Therefore, there is no end effect. The second reason is to provide the base model for further SHPB test, in which the disc specimen can be cut from the current calibrated model directly (see Fig. 6). The applicable of using a cube specimen in the DLSM simulation is also verified against the analytical solution. Fig. 6a shows the strain stress curves predicted by the numerical simulation (F/A, F is the reaction force of the model to the loading plate, A is the loading area of the specimen) and analytical solution (E × ε, E is the input elastic modulus and ε is the model strain). It indicates that the particle size of the computational model (1 mm) can reasonably represent the isotropic elastic deformation of Datong coal.

As the bedding structure always reduces the cohesion of coal matrix, the bedding structure in Datong coal is represented as a group of thin layers with weaker elastic modulus in the numerical modelling. The elastic parameters for the base and weak layer are obtained by using the empirical method described in You et al. (2011). In this work, the elastic modulus of the base model is calculated as 2.85 GPa, and that of the weak layer was 1.05 GPa. The remaining parameters are the same as those applied in the isotropic model. A total of five computational models are simulated. The elastic moduli are calculated from the corresponding strain–stress curves (e.g. Fig. 6). The final results are shown in Fig. 6b, indicating that the anisotropic response is successfully captured by the DLSM. This model is further applied to study the dynamic indirect tensile strength testing of coal.

### 3.2.2. Dynamic indirect tensile strength

Modeling was completed on BD specimens (see Fig. 7) accommodating different inclinations of bedding planes. The elastic parameters were taken as the same in the previous analyses with two further failure parameters, the threshold values of normal spring tensile failure for the base and layer, required to be recovered from calibration. These are determined from a comparison between the simulated dynamic indirect tensile strength and the corresponding experimental data where the bedding is horizontal. In the DLSM, the control parameter of tensile strength is the threshold value of the normal spring. For a given material, it can be obtained from a trial and error process, i.e. when the predicted strength is low then increase the threshold value, and vice versa. For the Datong coal, the threshold value for the bedding is firstly calibrated to let the fracture happen along the centre line. Since further reduce the value will not result the failure of the specimen. A further reduction on the threshold value of the base material is conducted to let the specimen’s strength close to the experimental observation. In this study, these two parameters are obtained as 0.009 mm and 0.004 mm. As suggested by Ma et al. (2010), a step velocity loading with a rise time of 200 μs was used to mimic the loading condition of the dynamic indirect tensile strength for an SHPB. The numerical results are summarized in Fig. 8. The relationship showing an increase in dynamic indirect tensile strength with an increase in impact velocity is successfully reproduced in the numerical simulation. A similar tendency of the influence of bedding direction on the dynamic effect, as observed in the experimental results, is also obtained (see Fig. 8a). Moreover, unlike the SHPB data shown in Fig. 5, the overall trend of the influence of bedding direction on the dynamic indirect tensile strength in Fig. 8 was similarly recovered. It is concluded that the contradictions in the SHPB data result from the systematic errors introduced in the dynamic strain gauge data. This indicates that the differences in the dynamic effect caused by the bedding structure are small and can be ignored. Moreover, for the dynamic indirect tensile test conducted by using an SHPB, the impact velocity is recommended as the most essential data to be reported, which can be further used in the analysis of the experimental data. However, differences in the tensile strength resulting from bedding directions, as predicted by the DLSM, are much larger than those of the SHPB data (see Figs. 5 and 8).
We further investigate the underlying mechanisms behind this discrepancy by adopting more realistic bedding structure, as follows.

To obtain the real bedding structure of the Datong coal, an X-ray micro CT was used to extract the 3D mesostructure of a specimen (see Fig. 9). The specimen was scanned before the SHPB test with one of the slices shown in Fig. 9a, where light color refers to higher density. It should be mentioned that higher density regions of coal is usually distributed in or close to the beddings, therefore, they can be used for estimation of the geometric distribution of the actual beddings. It is apparent that the coal has a much more complex structure that cannot be simply represented as simple single bedding plane. To directly use the CT image for model reconstruction in the DLSM is too computationally intensive (around billions of particles are required). Instead, in this work, the CT images are further processed to mimic the complex structure.

![Fig. 8. Dynamic indirect tensile strength versus impact velocity, strain rate and loading rate for Datong coal obtained by using the bedding model models.](image)

![Fig. 9. The original CT image and artificially processed ones to represent the realistic bedding configurations in Datong coal.](image)
bedding structure. As shown in Fig. 9, based on the original X-ray micro CT image, two configurations are artificially generated. One represents the coarsely-represented bedding model (Fig. 9b), and another one is the discontinuous rough-bedding model (Fig. 9c). Based on the two images and the texture mapping method (Zhao et al., 2014), the corresponding computational models are shown in Fig. 10. It should be mentioned that the bedding in the coal sample was represented artificially as a thin layer of weak material with ignoring the actual mineral properties. These beddings were sketch manually where the CT image was used as the background to help draw these irregular lines. The purpose was to have a qualitative investigation on the influence of roughness and discontinuity of the bedding on the dynamic indirect tensile strength of the coal.

The results from these numerical models are presented in Fig. 11. Compared with the bedding plane model (Fig. 12a), the rough bedding model and the discontinuous rough bedding model generate results closer to representing the influence of the bedding direction apparent in the experimental observations (see Fig. 12b–d). Therefore, both the roughness and discontinuous condition of the bedding are important in the analysis of the dynamic indirect tensile strength of Datong coal.

The failure patterns of the specimens are captured by using a high speed camera (FASTCAM SA1.1 model 675 K-CI). The image resolution is set to 384 × 352 pixels and the frame frequency is 37,500 fps (26.7 μs between two adjacent images). Fig. 12 shows the failure patterns of the coal specimens with different bedding angles predicted by the DLSM and the corresponding experimental results. The failure
patterns of the specimen with zero bedding angle would be the classical central line failure, with a crash zone around the loading planes. For the rest of cases, two apparent failure planes were observed, except the central failure plane, there is one additional auxiliary plane. The angle between the auxiliary plane and the main failure plane increased with the bedding angle. Again, the discontinuous rough bedding plane model produced the closest results.

From the SHPB test data and numerical simulations (see Figs. 5, 8 and 11), it is concluded that bedding direction will influence the magnitude of the dynamic indirect tensile strength. However, the difference between coal specimens with different bedding directions under the same impact velocity (loading rate) can be considered as invariant. To show this property, the strength increment (the base is the strength when bedding direction angle = 0°) versus the bedding direction are plotted in Fig. 13. The data were obtained from the fitting lines of the experimental data and numerical results in Figs. 5, 8 and 11. From Fig. 13a, it can be seen that the amplitude difference of the indirect tensile strength caused by variation of bedding direction obtained by the SHPB test is around 0.5 MPa. For numerical simulation with simple bedding, this difference is around 4.5 MPa, for the roughness model is around 4.0 MPa, and the roughness and discontinuity model is about 2.5 MPa. Based on this observation, we conclude that the roughness and discontinuity is important for the dynamic indirect tensile strength of coal.

From Fig. 13, the overall proportionality between the strength and bedding direction are apparent. To model this phenomenon, a simple linear function is introduced:

$$\Delta \sigma_t(\theta) = A \frac{\theta}{90}$$

where $\Delta \sigma_t(\theta)$ is the strength increment, $\theta$ is the bedding direction angle, $A$ is the mean strength increment when $\theta = 90$° (for Datong coal $A = 0.308$ MPa).

In practical application, e.g. the development of a dynamic constitutive model for coal, the strain rate is the most commonly used variable (Xia et al., 2010). To reduce the influence of systematic errors induced into the SHPB data, the relationship between strain rate and dynamic indirect tensile strength is obtained from a linear fitting over all the experimental data (see Fig. 14). The fitting can be regarded as the dynamic indirect tensile strength function for coal specimens with a bedding direction at 45°, which is further confirmed by plotting the corresponding experimental data (Fig. 14). The linear function used to describe the dynamic indirect tensile strength of Datong coal with a bedding direction at 45° was given as

$$\sigma_t(\dot{\varepsilon}) = B \dot{\varepsilon} + C$$

(7)
where $\varepsilon_t$ is the strain rate, $B$ and $C$ are two fitting parameters ($A = 0.0430$ MPa $\times$ s, and $B = 2.3083$ MPa for Datong coal). Substituting Eq. (6) into Eq. (7), a model considering both the dynamic effect and bedding direction for Datong coal is given as

$$\sigma_t = B \dot{\varepsilon}_t + C + A \frac{2\theta - 90}{90}$$

in which $B$ is a dynamic parameter, $C$ is a strength-related parameter and $A$ is a parameter representing the strength increment afforded by the incremented bedding direction.

### 4. Conclusion

In this work, the dynamic indirect tensile strength of Datong Coal is studied by using an SHPB and a discrete element based numerical modelling approach. The influence of bedding structure on dynamic strength was comprehensively studied. To explore the mechanisms by which bedding structure influences dynamic indirect tensile strength of Datong coal, the real bedding structure of a coal specimen is obtained by using a micro X-ray CT. The CT image is utilized in numerical experimentation to build an appropriate structural model and to apply dynamic analysis of failure to explore the principal influencing factors. This work shows that the dynamic indirect tensile strength of the coal is both influenced by the roughness and the continuity/discontinuity of the bedding structure. Moreover, it is observed that the dynamic failure patterns of the coal specimen are strongly influenced by the bedding structure. Combining the SHPB data and numerical simulation, two findings are apparent. The first finding is that the impact velocity is
recommended as the most critical experimental detail needed to be recorded during the SHPB test for the dynamic indirect tensile test of coal. The second finding is that the dynamic indirect tensile strength is not only influenced by the bedding direction but also by the roughness and discontinuity of the bedding. Based on these two findings, a model is developed to describe the dynamic indirect tensile strength of Datong coal.
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